Dear Students

BUGSY MALONE

Chatham Grammar School for Boys will be hosting their own production of Bugsy Malone on the evenings of Thursday 16th and Friday 17th of June 2016.

As with any production, a talented cast is needed to play the major and minor parts.

We invite anyone who believes that they could be good for a particular part to complete the reply slip below with the part they are interested in and the relevant contact information. Please return the slip to Mr Flanagan at Chatham Grammar School for Boys or Ms Couch at Victory academy.

These auditions will be held every lunchtime during the week beginning Monday 2nd November and additionally after school on Monday 2nd, Wednesday 4th and Friday 6th November.

We urge everyone to give it a go if you think you would be even remotely suitable for a part. *(Remember, the audition needs to be with an East-coast American accent!)*

You will need to prepare a song (with backing track or sheet music) and a short monologue (between 5-15 lines).

Regards, and best of luck!

Sophie Hopson, Lewis Ongley, Mr Flanagan (Directors)
Return slip for Bugsy Malone Auditions:

Name:................................................................................................................

Year and Form:......................

Contactable email address:..............................................................................

Please tick the appropriate box below:

I want to audition for a main role: (tick as appropriate)

☐ Bugsy Malone (mainly speaking)
☐ Fat Sam (largely speaking)
☐ Tallulah (mix of song and speech)
☐ Blousey (mix of song and speech)
☐ Fizzy (one key song)
☐ Cagey Joe (one key song)

☐ I want to audition for a smaller role

Please return this slip to Mr Flanagan (CGSB), Ms Couch (VA) or one of the sixth formers in the music department (CGSB)